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	Modelling Enterprise Architectures (Iet Professional Applications of Computing Series), 9781849190770 (1849190771), Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2010

	The world of business and commerce is changing. As technology advances at a rate of
	knots and the geography of global working becomes less and less relevant, so the need
	to run an effective business becomes more and more important. Businesses grow at an
	alarming rate, often overnight. Interest in particular field can explode resulting in
	massive, instantaneous business expansion or, rather sadly, the reverse can often
	happen. New technologies, the increase in power and performance of existing technologies
	and even legislation can result in businesses going broke at an equally
	alarming rate. Even when business expansion is more measured, this is often through
	acquisition of other businesses which brings a whole new swathe of problems with it.


	It is essential, therefore, that a business can be managed and controlled in way
	that makes its behaviour as predictable as practically possible and which allows for
	the flexibility of an uncertain future. To manage and control the change associated
	with any business, there is a need for enterprise architecture (EA).


	EA is one of those areas where everyone seems to have an opinion, yet fewpeople
	seem to be able to agree as to exactly what is EA and what does it mean to them.


	This book is aimed at helping people to develop their own EAs through
	modelling. This book provides a description of modelling techniques, in terms of
	the notation and the approach to applying it, along with a solid approach to modelling
	EAs. This is an approach that is focussed on modelling and, hence, can be
	used in conjunction with any number of established techniques or processes for EA
	development and maintenance. This book is not intended to replace these techniques,
	but to serve as an enabler to actually realise the EA.
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Furniture Repair and RestorationCreative Homeowner, 1982

	Why get into furniture restoration? One reason is that there probably is no greater feeling of satisfaction than the one you get when you bring that newly restored chair to its place of honor in the living room. You put it in exactly the right place, stand back - and feel good. A few months ago, that chair was battered and bruised, an...


		

Computational Methods in Chemical Engineering with MapleSpringer, 2010
This book helps chemical and other engineers develop their skills for solving mathematical models using Maple. These mathematical models can consist of systems of algebraic, ordinary, and partial differential equations. Maple’s ‘dsolve’ is used to obtain solutions for many of these models. Maple worksheets are provided on the...


		

No B.S. Marketing To the AffluentEntrepreneur Press, 2008

	Here it is: no warm Â‘n fuzziesÂ—just hard-core strategies from real world trenchesÂ…for successfully repositioning your business, products, services and yourself to attract customers or clients for whom price is NOT a determining factor in their purchasing. The TRUTH is it takes no more work to attract customers/clients from the...




	

Soils of the PastJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
It is 10 years since publication of the first edition of soils of the past. In that time the subject of paleopedology has grown rapidly, and established itself within the mainstream of geological research.
Ancient soils contain vital mineralogical, geochemical, textural, and paleontological information about the continental environments in...


		

Green Intelligent Transportation Systems: Proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Green Intelligent Transportation Systems and Safety (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering (503))Springer, 2018

	These proceedings collect selected papers from the 8th International Conference on Green Intelligent Transportation Systems and Safety held in Changchun on July 1-2, 2017. The selected works, which include state-of-the-art studies, are intended to promote the development of green mobility and intelligent transportation technology to achieve...

		

C++ In Action: Industrial Strength Programming TechniquesAddison Wesley, 2001
In fact I could only dream about writing this book while working full time at Microsoft. I had problems finding time to share experiences with other teams working on the same project. We were all too busy writing software. And then I managed to get a four-month leave of absence. This is how this book started.
Teaching courses to a live,...
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